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1. Abstract

Large Language models are now ubiquitous, and since the release of ChatGPT last November,
are no longer an academic curiosity. As LLMs become part of products used daily by millions of
people, there is an increased urgency to ensure that these models are developed and operate
responsibly. In this talk, I am going to discuss the what Responsible AI (RAI) looks like in this
new era, how RAI is practiced in an industry setting and how it is influenced by and inspires
foundational research into RAI topics. I will talk about two recently-published projects from my
team that cover two of the many topics associated with RAI. Looking at Fairness, I will present
TANGO, a new dataset that measures Transgender and Nonbinary biases in open language
generation. In the area of Privacy, I will present a method for controlling the memorisation of
potentially sensitive training data through prompt tuning. I will conclude with a look at the use
of such RAI research in practice and examples of RAI mitigation strategies for production-ready
LLMs.
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